
team was Benjamin Oliveira, a thesis
student from the Universidad Autónoma del
Beni, the local university in Trinidad (the
capital of the Beni department where Blue-
throats are found).  Benjamin was an
interesting case because although a vet
student, he wanted to do his thesis research
on Blue-throat recovery efforts.  I was
grateful for his presence as not only did his
vet skills come in handy looking after
horses, but his physical strength literally
got us (and the truck!) out of the muck on
numerous occasions.  Despite his large
stature, he’s one of the gentlest, most laid

Saving Bolivia’s Blue-throated Macaw
highlights from the 2005 breeding season
By TOA KYLE

When I was in graduate school in the
late ’90s, there were frequent classroom
discussions about the wisdom of most
conservation efforts. In short, most of us
were critical of the millions of dollars
being spent on individual species when
the focus should be on preserving the
ecosystems in which threatened species
live. In theory, by preserving the natural
processes that run a system, one can
better conserve the species found within
them (saving time and money along the
way). Almost a decade later and into my
third season of nest work with Blue-
throated Macaws (Ara glaucogularis), I
can see that possessing decent tracts of
habitat doesn’t necessarily guarantee
species’ recovery. This is especially true
for Blue-throats, when, at times, it is
natural forces themselves that are
hampering the birds’ attempts at
reproduction.
Each field season I’ve worked on has been
highlighted by the various challenges that
confront each breeding pair.  My first
season in 2003, it was nest competition
from larger species, as over half the
potential nests we found were taken over by
Blue and Gold Macaws as time progressed.
The following year most of the nests were
lost due to predation.  This current season
has been overshadowed by the elements, as
a severe drought was followed by a month
of torrential rainfall.  Although it is never
clear-cut to ‘blame the weather’ for foiled
nesting attempts, there’s no denying that
weather patterns played a role in the
number of nest failures that were observed
this past season.  In this article I discuss the
advances and setbacks in the 2005 breeding
season and why the later emphasizes the
need to intensify our efforts to bring wild

Blue-throated Macaws back from the brink
of extinction.

One of the challenges for this past season
was getting more people into the field to
keep better tabs on Blue-throat nesting
attempts.  In previous field seasons we
found that our team of three people simply
wasn't sufficient to adequately monitor
widely dispersed Blue-throat nests.  We
were able to get more participants on the
project in 2005 for two main reasons, the
first being the purchase of a much-needed
4x4 vehicle to transport people and gear
into the field (a special thanks go to the
Keith Ewart Charitable Trust and Gerard
Johnson, through the WPT-UK office, for
securing the funds to make this happen!).
The second factor was a web posting for
project volunteers.  I can appreciate the
value of using volunteers because I got my
first start with parrot conservation on the
Costa Rican Great Green Macaw (Ara
ambigua) project in 1997.  While some
volunteers participate to visit different
natural settings and cultures, others use the
opportunity as a prelude to graduate studies
or even to generate similar programs in
their home countries.

As it was the first time I’d hired volunteers,
I was overwhelmed by the response I
received.  I posted an ad on two fieldwork
job sites that quickly got posted on
numerous other sites by people helping to
“spread the word”.  In the end over 60
people applied to the project, the majority
of whom were young biologists.  We ended
up having 11 people on board this season,
hailing from nine countries (half of which
were from Latin America), a veritable ‘UN’
of Blue-throated Macaw conservationists.
A most welcome addition to this year’s
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Travel in the Beni is always an adventure.
Even in the height of the dry season, we
still managed to get the truck stuck.
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An adult Blue-throat perched at the
entrance of the nest cavity.  Upon arrival
and departure, the adults often remain in
this posture scanning the area around the
nest, presumably taking note of other
parrots and potential sources of danger.
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back Bolivians I’ve known.  He’s also the
first of what will be an annual presence of
Bolivian students on the project.

Our 2005 field season started in early
August under white, smoke-filled skies.  A
major drought hit the region from May to
September.  Although this period
corresponds to the dry season, what
separated 2005 from others was its severity.
Practically no rain dropped during this five
month span, the major consequence being
the ensuing fires.  The grasslands that
dominate the Blue-throats' landscape are
routinely burned in the dry season to
stimulate richer forage for livestock.  The
lack of any sort of precipitation this past
dry season meant that fires blazed
unchecked for five months.  The resulting
air quality was so poor in Trinidad that
small infants needed to be hooked up to
oxygen machines at clinics to correct
breathing dysfunctions.  Most of the field
team had nagging coughs by late
September.  While the knee jerk reaction is
to blame the cattle industry for all the
smoke, the reality was that conditions were
so dry, even a small fire lit in a remote
location would have far-reaching
consequences elsewhere.  Once started,
fires became uncontrollable.  Some elderly
people I talked to in the field told me it was
the worst drought they'd seen in their
lifetime.

Obviously the drought and fires have both
short and long term consequences for Blue-
throated Macaw’s.  In early September I
visited a site where we'd observed nesting
activity in 2004.  To my delight I watched a
Blue-throat pair fly into the area of a 2004
nest at dawn.  After copulating with the
male, the female flew into the nest for
several minutes, sitting in the entrance,
looking the part of the expecting mother.  I
decided to check on some other sites in the
following weeks, later returning to the area
expecting to find the female in the nest

again, this time on eggs.  Instead, I
discovered that a huge fire had swept
through the region only three days prior to
my visit.  Although the nest tree was still
standing, the surrounding forest was a
shadow of its former self.  The fires also
heavily damaged the forest islands of
motacú palms (Attalea phalerata) where
we'd regularly seen two Blue-throat pairs
foraging in the past three seasons.  Motacú
palms are the key resource for Blue-throats
where we work.  During this visit, and
subsequent ones throughout the field
season, no Blue-throats were seen around
the nest, nor the motacú islands.  It is
highly likely that the two pairs of macaws
abandoned the area due to fire damage.
While the immediate effects of fire are
visible in terms of burnt motacú fruits or
collapsed nesting trees, long term effects
remain to be seen.  Motacú palms damaged
by fire must invest time and energy in
generating new fronds.  This in turn
diminishes the amount of fruit that can be
produced, thus reducing the amount of food

resources available to prospective nesting
pairs.  Fires also destroy motacú saplings,
retarding forest regeneration.  Blue-throats
may continue to experience the effects of
the 2005 fires for years to come.

My aim for this past season was to work
with six nests.  This was a reasonable goal
considering our team of three worked with
two nests in 2004.  Now that we'd tripled
the number of people conducting nest
searches, six nests seemed possible.  On
some level, the goal was achieved.  Of the
14 potential nests we found (I define a
potential nest as any tree cavity Blue-
throats guard or enter), six became active.
Tragically, five of these nests failed in the
late incubation stage.  Reasons for these
failures were likely multifaceted, though
the primary factor was probably heavy
rainfall.  When the rains finally came to the
Beni in late September, they came with a
fury not seen in years.  Over 15,000 ha of
soya and corn crops were lost in northern
Santa Cruz (just south of the Blue-throats’
range) due to these rains.  A co-worker told

Instead of calling the area by its proper name the ‘Llanos de Moxos’ (Moxos Plains),
our team resorted to calling it the ‘Desierto de Moxos’ (Moxos Desert). In my three
field seasons in the Beni I’d never seen conditions so dry and dusty.
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A common sight in the 2005 breeding
season.  Although lit to stimulate more
productive forage for cattle, fires can
actually cause more harm than good by
killing valuable soil bacteria and
encouraging the growth of more
competitive weeds that are inedible to
livestock.

José, a pet Blue-fronted Amazon (Amazona aestiva), which are known locally as
‘habladores’ (talkers), helps get some drinking water.  During the dry season, clean
water is a scarce resource at sites not possessing wells.
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me of an occasion when he’d been caught
in one of these severe thunderstorms while
riding on horseback to camp.  The force of
the wind and water coming at him was so
powerful, his horse had to walk sideways to
move forward, during which time
lightening continually struck within 50 m
of his position.  In my colleague's words: “I
thought I was a goner”.

These torrential storms had dire
consequences for most of our active nests,
of which two-thirds were motacú snags.
All of these motacú nests failed.  With one
snag, the upper crown actually caved in
following a storm.  The attending pair
subsequently abandoned the nest.  To our
dismay, we found a cracked eggshell below
the tree, suggesting a chick had just
hatched around the time of the collapse.  At
another motacú nest, over 70 mm (3
inches) of rain fell overnight.  The next
morning, the male of the pair was seen
flying to the crown of the snag, peering
inside and continually calling back to the
female, almost as if coaxing her into
incubating again.  The males’ efforts were
to no avail as the nest was abandoned.  A
subsequent inspection of the cavity found it
to be flooded with two eggs present.  The
remaining three nest failures showed a
similar pattern - heavy rains followed by
abandonment.  Curiously, when these
cavities were later checked no eggs were
present.  We knew that two of these nests
had possessed three eggs each, so it is
uncertain if the nests were first flooded,
abandoned and then predated, or predated
while the female was off the nest.

Ideally we would have liked to have drilled
drain holes in all potential nest cavities.
We avoided doing this on the failed nests
for several reasons.  All of these nests were
found after incubation had already started,
so we were concerned about causing
abandonment by climbing the nests to
make drain holes.  We know from the 2004
season that abandonment by Blue-throats is

unlikely when they have chicks.  During
incubation however, the threat is likely
higher as the nesting pair have invested
relatively less time and energy in the nest
compared to a nest containing a chick.  If
they feel their own safety is in jeopardy due
to the presence of humans, they are more
likely to leave a nest with eggs behind.
Thus we decided to be more ‘hands off’

This active Blue-throats’ nest actually
collapsed after heavy rains.  We found
pieces of eggshell below it, a day after it
had been abandoned.  Presumably a chick
had just hatched around the time of the
storm.
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This pair of first-year chicks frequented the trees behind one of our field camps.  Both
birds were molting their wing feathers.  We saw more first year chicks during 2005 than
any other field season, suggesting that the 2004 breeding season was a good year for
Blue-throats.  Superficially we know that rainfall was higher in 2004 compared to other
seasons, possibly translating into more food resources and hence more chicks fledging.
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Future cowboys practice calf roping on volunteer Charley Hesse.
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when it came to incubating nests.  Another
factor to consider with respect to drain
holes in motacú snags is the physical
structure of the snags themselves.  Lacking
strong fronds above, one can not safely
secure a rope over the crown for climbing
purposes.  Given the flimsy nature of most
snags, the nest tree may actually fall over
when climbing it.  We devised a system of
securing a bamboo ladder with ropes so
that the weight of the ladder was never in
direct contact with the nest.  Unfortunately,
some nest snags were over 10 m (30 ft)
high, taller than the longest bamboo shafts
we could obtain in the area.  Aluminum-
fiberglass ladders are on the shopping list
for the next breeding season.

If motacú snags are so prone to flooding
and collapse, why do Blue-throats select
them as their nests?  It may be that motacú
snags are easier to excavate compared to
other tree species, especially after the 2005
drought.  The inner pith of dead motacú
palms contains dry, loose fibers, easily
removed by Blue-throats’ claws and beak.
I’m told a pair can dig a nest in less than a
week.  It is also possible that higher quality
nests found in live hardwood species are
dominated by larger birds such as Blue and
Gold Macaws, thus regulating Blue-throats
to the lower quality motacú nests.  Finally,
previous logging activity in forest islands
may have removed hardwood nest cavities,
again leaving mainly motacú snags as the
sole possibilities for Blue-throat nesting
pairs.

Though 2005 had its share of
disappointments, many positive things
happened that are worth mentioning.
Given that all the Blue-throats we currently
know about are found exclusively on
private lands, namely cattle ranches,
cooperation with landowners is key to
Blue-throat recovery.  With this in mind,
this past season was a resounding success.
The level of commitment from ranchers at
key sites went above and beyond simply
granting permission to work on their land.
On two ranches, land owners actually
provided us with our own rooms in their
houses to work out of, as well as loaning us
horses to get around on.  The latter gift was
no small item, since due to the heavy rains,
our study area flooded much earlier than in
previous seasons.  Without the use of the
truck and motorcycles, horses became

essential in maintaining our field efforts.
Another rancher who didn't even have
Blue-throats on his property offered us the
use of his small plane, free of charge, to
arrive at an important site.  This site was
inaccessible by land due to flooding and its
remote location.  That there are concerned,
conservation-minded cattle ranchers in the
Beni area such as these bodes well for the
future of Blue-throated Macaws.

By having more people in the field this
season, the level of information we
collected increased dramatically.  For
example, we now know that the 2004
breeding season was a good year for Blue-
throat chicks.  In previous seasons we'd
rarely observe more than 3 or 4 first-year
chicks throughout the entire study area.
However, this past year we saw a total of
eight chicks north of Trinidad (including
the two chicks we worked with in 2004)
and are aware of at least two chicks
entering the smaller population south of
Trinidad.  Although at first glance these
numbers seem low, to see this many wild
Blue-throat chicks represents a 'bumper
crop' when one considers that we're aware
of only about 100 birds at present.  In
2004, the total rainfall for the year was
almost 1,000 mm (36 inches) greater than
for 2005.  Whether this higher level of rain
translates into more chicks entering the
wild remains to be seen.  We've also begun
to learn that Blue-throated Macaw are not
as sedentary as previously thought.  In past
seasons I could show up at a given forest
island and reliably find a pair of macaws
there.  Not so in 2005, as it appeared that
some birds were shifting territories in

‘Soledad’ at four weeks of age.  Soledad is an appropriate name for her, as it means,
‘alone or solitary’.  Soledad was the only chick our team worked with during what was
a difficult field season weather wise.  She fledged successfully January 31st 2006.  A
special thanks to volunteers Pedro Costa and Ulla Kail for monitoring Soledad’s
progress until fledging.
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A two-day old Blue-throat chick.  The
second egg never hatched.  This nest was
predated in 2004 (by an unknown
predator when the chick was around 8
weeks old), so it was rewarding to have it
fledge successfully for the 2005 season.
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Despite the drought some motacú palms
still produced large clusters of fruit, only
to have them destroyed by fire.  This palm
had two racimes of fruit burned just as
they ripened.  The pulp of motacú fruits is
the preferred food of Blue-throated
Macaws.
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three field seasons and was a wealth of
information for what methods have
contributed to that species' remarkable
recovery.  The subject of artificial nests is a
daunting one though.  Pete mentioned that
over 100 different models were tested
before the Echos finally accepted one.  At
this stage I'm more inclined to carve
cavities into existing trees, rather than put
up nest boxes.  The trick is making the
carving process less labour intensive,
possibly by getting solar-charged power
tools into the field.

Talking to Pete about the Echo project also
gave me a better perspective on where we
are with Blue-throats at present, and where
we need to go.  The situation in Mauritius
wasn't turned around in a couple of years.
It was the product of building on
experiences gained year after year.  We've
seen that crossing our fingers and hoping
the weather cooperates in future nesting
seasons isn't an option.  The 2005 season
has shown us that nest failure among Blue-
throats is much higher than previously
thought.  Clearly, even more active
management of nests is required, including
structurally enhancing incubating nests.  It's
a 'Catch 22' with respect to abandonment
fears but we've seen that by being overly
cautious, nests can and will fail.  We aim to
learn from the lessons learned in 2005, with
the goal of tackling the challenges in
2006 head on.

This high rate of nest failure helps explain
the rarity of the species and highlights the
difficulties it faces in recovery.  It may be
in part due to the effects of the main
trapping episodes of the ´70s and ´80s,
when hundreds, possibly thousands, of
Blue-throats were removed from the Beni.
The ex-trapper I worked with for two
seasons used to tell me of seeing groups of
16 Blue-throats together during his
trapping days.  Today, we're ecstatic to see
a flock of half that number.  A larger
population of Blue-throats is in a better
position to compete with other macaw
species for choice nesting sites and
resources.  I've seen examples of this in the
field as a Blue-throat pair tries in vain to
ward off flocks of 6-8 Blue and Gold
Macaws interested in the same nest tree.
Presumably these larger groups of Blue
and Golds are related birds that aid one
another in nesting disputes.  Lacking the
strength in numbers that Blue and Golds
possess, lone Blue-throat pairs are left with
the remaining, marginally useful nesting
sites.

With the concept of poor quality nests in
mind, we need to either improve existing
nest cavities or provide more artificial
cavities that Blue-throats will select over
natural ones.  I had the pleasure of working
with Pete Haverson this season in the Beni.
Pete has worked on the Echo Parakeet
(Psittacula eques) project in Mauritius for

Digital cameras with decent optical
zooms and image stabilizers now permit
us to quickly and reliably ID Blue-throats
in the field by examining feather line
patterns, unique for each individual.
We’ll continue to keep track of the
movements and survival of known
individuals (18 identified thus far and
counting).

response to drought and fires.  This
interplay between habitat quality and the
distribution of birds is an important
parameter that needs to be examined in the
future, possibly with the use of radio
telemetry to determine where macaws are
moving to once traditional areas are
abandoned.

Finally, by having more observers this year,
we were able to get a better sense of the
extent to which nests fail.  In past seasons
there existed many question marks with
respect to the fates of nests.  For example,
we'd see a pair guarding a nest, come back
in a month to find no further activity at the
nest and not know what had happened.
This season we started to fill in the blanks,
so to speak, including the nests that never
made it to the incubation stage.  One nest
was blown over by strong winds while
being excavated (if you guessed this tree
was a motacú, you guessed right), another
three were taken over by larger bird
species, two of which by Toco Toucans
(Ramphastos toco).  While we knew
toucans were nest predators of Blue-throats,
we didn't know they were nest competitors
as well.

The more complete information we have
from this season paints a rather bleak
picture of Blue-throated Macaw nesting
success.  Of the 14 potential nests we
located, only one fledged a single chick.
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This nest cavity was carved by WPT workers in 2002.  It has been guarded annually by
a Blue-throat pair since 2003.  The pair has significantly expanded the nest entrance so
that both can perch in the entrance.  I’m shown here installing a noose for climbing
purposes.  Unfortunately no chicks have been known to fledge from this nest, possibly
due to annual nest failure, or worse, the pair are old and beyond breeding condition
(yet still follow their instincts to guard and occupy a nest site each year).




